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With the explosion of data-intensive applications and the scaling limitations of traditional electronic hardware, computing is

at an inflection point. To keep up with the trend, hyperscale networks and data centers have been built to combine a massive

number of computing resources in the cloud and connect them to end users, resulting in billions of data packets flooding global

network infrastructure. At the same time, the emergence of domain-specific accelerators (e.g., machine learning chips like TPUs,

photonic computing) and the trend of resource disaggregation (e.g., far memory) in cloud systems have challenged the traditional

norm of CPU-centric system architecture. As a result, data movement has increasingly become a greater bottleneck in terms

of energy and latency than data computation. This creates a pressing need to rethink and redesign networked systems.

My research aims to transform the design and implementation of end-to-end datamovement pathways through the co-design

between emerging optical technologies and existing computer systems stacks, contributing to a future where data flows across next-

generation computer systems with minimal or zero bottlenecks. My vision is built on the observation that optics and photonics have

the fundamental merits of higher bandwidth and lower energy consumption than their electronic counterparts. Towards this vision,

my work takes an application-centric view to address several major roadblocks by engineering the unique properties of light and

its fundamental particles (photons) in the context of computer networks and systems. First, for the data movement bottleneck at

fine-grained components level among network I/O, memory and emerging domain-specific accelerators like photonic computing, I

define reconfigurable photonic-electronic datapaths (§1) on network interface cards (smartNICs, DPUs, and IPUs) or optical

transceiver modules. Second, for data transmission bottlenecks at coarse-grained server level among distributed machines, I integrate

reconfigurable optical circuit switching (OCS) (§2) into IP packet switches for traffic engineering (TE) and topology optimization.

My work is uniquely positioned in the systems and networking area because it constantly seeks to extend the community’s scope

by incorporating emerging technologies from the optics and photonics area. As an old Chinese saying states “the stones of other hills

may be used to polish gems here”, working across disciplines put me at the vantage point to perform cross-layer co-design to bring

the best of both worlds to create new systems with capabilities not possible before. My cross-layer methodology is categorized into:

first, identifying the data movement bottleneck from the application perspective; then, going beyond the conventional view of layering

and investigate how different layers of the system interact with each other to propose solutions to improve application performance

by touching several layers; finally, solve the problem using both theoretical algorithmic design and full system implementation.

I am passionate about building real-world systems from scratch, writing customized software overlays, and producing impactful

results for both academia and industry (§3). Making research ideas into practical prototypes with heterogeneous photonic-electronic

hardware is challenging. This is because many optical devices are mostly in its “bare-metal” form without reconfigurable software

overlays. I view these challenges as distinctive opportunities to build and evaluate first-of-its-kind systems. For example,

I built the first experimental system capable of serving real-time machine learning inference requests at the record-breaking 4.055

GHz with emerging photonic computing [1, 2]. My research in optical wide-area networks (WANs) was first validated in production

networks [3, 4], then globally rolled out atMeta to manage traffic spikes during COVID-19 [5]. This line of work later influenced Ten-
cent to invest and launch reconfigurable optical networks in prouduction [6]. I also use insights gained from operational experience

to ignite new research for distributed machine learning training [7] and WAN TE [8].
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Figure 1: Project Lightning: SmartNIC

datapath, experimental prototype [1, 2].

Disaggregating compute, memory, network I/O and storage resources has emerged

as a paradigm shift for data centers to improve efficiency. However, moving data

around disaggregated resources to finish a computation task remains a bottleneck

to achieve fungible and elastic task provisioning and allocation. My research takes

a systems approach to address this challenge by co-designing the optical layer and

electronics parts of the system. In particular, I have worked on the design and imple-

mentation of: 1) the first reconfigurable CPU-bypassing datapath that handles mem-

ory access, analog-digital conversions and conditional logic with directed acyclic

graph (DAG) for domain-specific photonic multiply-accumulate (MAC) cores [1, 2],

2) the first smart transceiver that performs photonic computing on incoming optical

data for machine learning [9, 10, 11, 12] and intrusion detection [13].

Reconfigurable CPU-bypassing datapath for photonicMAC cores. Mywork,

Lightning, is the first system to address the data movement bottleneck between

photonic MAC cores and electronic memory and logic components. The root cause

of this problem is that photonic MAC cores are inherently passive devices without
any memory or instructions to control the computation dataflow of complex real-

world applications. This problem is worsened when the datapath’s control plane is

implemented in OS kernel on the CPU. Lightning mitigates these bottlenecks by
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co-designing the digital and photonic components together for a CPU-bypassing datapath on a smartNIC (Fig. 1a). At the core of

Lightning is its reconfigurable count-action abstraction. This innovation leverages the unique property that light propagates through

the system with a deterministic time of flight. Therefore, a “timer”-like counter in the digital domain is capable of triggering the next

action on behalf of passive photonic components. I built the first experimental prototype for Lightning with an RFSoC FPGA and

commodity optical devices (Fig. 1b). To the best ofmy knowledge, thanks to the fast datapath, our prototype is thehighest-compute-

frequency photonic computing system to date [1]. In testbed experiments serving real-time inference packets, Lightning is

6.6× faster than an Nvidia Triton server with an A100 GPU [2]. Fiber array
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Figure 2: Project OpTCAM: PIC for pho-

tonic ternary matching up to 50 GHz [13].

Smart transceiver for in-fiber computing on received optical data. Themain

devices needed for photonic computing (lasers, modulators, photodetectors, DACs,

and ADCs) are already equipped in today’s optical transceivers that are widely de-

ployed [11]. Therefore, the networking community is well-positioned to augment

optical transceivers with photonic computing capabilities to enable a backward-

compatible solution for in-network computing [9, 10, 12]. This line of thought opens

up a novel research agenda to enable in-fiber photonic computing over fiber links. For
example, my collaborators and I made the first step by co-designing the IOI smart transceiver with the Tofino programmable switch

to perform in-network optical computing [9]. We further implemented the NetCast edge-computing system on 86 km of deployed

fiber in Boston. NetCast enables milliwatt-class edge devices to compute at teraFLOPS rates otherwise reserved for kilowatt-class

cloud servers [10, 12]. Our work won the Best Paper Award at OECC 2022 [12]. Most recently, I propose to extend in-fiber photonic

computing to perform ternary matching at several times higher speed and lower power than digital implementations. My prelimi-

nary experiments on a photonic integrated circuit (PIC) show that our system, named OpTCAM, is error-free for a million ternary

lookups [13]. I am now working on an in-network datapath to support 100 Gbps line-rate intrusion detection on transceivers (Fig. 2).

2 Reconfigurable IP-Over-Optical Network Topology

For decades, “high-volume optical transmission with fine-grained electrical packet processing” has been the dominant model for

computer networks. Operators used to take the optical layer as a static resource when provisioning IP topology, then route traffic

demands flexibly at the packet level. My work challenges this scheme and proposes to dynamically adjust IP topology and capacity by
reconfiguring optical wavelengths through optical circuit switching (OCS). My results showed that this paradigm shift allows operators

to improve affected data movement path from failures [3, 4], demand fluctuations [14, 15], and electrical buffer bottlenecks [16, 17].
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(b) Field trial of fiber cut restoration in Meta.

Figure 3: Project Arrow & Bow: system

design and production trial at Meta [3, 4].

Restoring data movement path from fiber cuts. Fiber cuts are undesirable

events because (𝑖) each fiber carries multiple IP links with several Tbps of capacity,

and (𝑖𝑖) fiber cuts take tens of hours to repair. My work, Arrow, restores failed

bandwidth resources by reconfiguring the light from the cut fibers to healthy fibers

without over-provisioning. However, there are many possible OCS reconfiguration
options for the broken fiber. Taking all of them into a cross-layer optical-IP op-

timization is computationally intractable while taking only one of them is sub-

optimal. We propose a novel abstraction, called LotteryTickets, which represents

offline-calculated OCS reconfiguration options, to participate in TE’s online compu-

tation (Fig. 3a). Our pre-computed LotteryTickets significantly reduces the problem

search space and makes cross-layer TE feasible. Our results show Arrow supports

2.0×–2.4× more demand without compromising 99.99% availability [3]. We con-

ducted a field trial at Meta’s production optical WAN (Fig. 3b), and our experiment

paper was presented as a Postdeadline Paper at OFC 2021 [4].

Removing congestion bottlenecks during traffic spikes. During my Ph.D., I was among the early researchers who worked on

reconfigurable optical networks [14, 15, 18]. I designed and implemented LPSplitting, the first system to reconfigure multi-hop optical

wavelengths into multiple shorter wavelengths while adjusting the modulation format to augment IP-layer topology following the

Shannon capacity law [14]. We present the key insight using a Pareto-front analysis that reconfigurable IP-over-optical network

topology has a fundamental tradeoff between potential traffic interruption and IP-layer capacity augmentation [15].

End-to-end optical datapath without buffer. Another pillar of my Ph.D. work is on designing large-scale bufferless networks by
replacing electrical packet switches with time-synchronized OCS switches for latency-sensitive applications in data centers [16, 19]

and power-grid communication networks [17]. The insight behind this line of work is to simplify the network fabric to only perform

forwarding without buffering with circuit switching on the optical layer, and offload fine-grained packet queueing and scheduling to

end hosts. To address the problem of limited port count in OCS and build an all-optical switching fabric at scale, I proposed a novel

periodical optical switching schemewith time synchronization [17]. This workwon the 1st Place Best Poster Award at OECC 2017 [17].

3 Research Impact

The type of researchers that I regard as my role model are those “innovation bilinguals”, who have a deep understanding in both

academia and industry to generate impactful research. Driven by the passion for academia-industry partnership, upon finishing my

Ph.D. in 2019, I deferred my postdoc at MIT and joined Meta to gain first-hand experience in planetary-scale infrastructure [5].
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Academia-industry partnership. My research distinguishes itself from others by carefully aligning assumptions with practical

situations such that the algorithms and systems are ready to be deployed for real-world impacts. For example, while working at

Meta, I collected traffic traces from hundreds of real-world training jobs running on production clusters. My measurement insights

led to the conceptualization of TopoOpt, a system that co-optimizes network topology and parallelization strategy for distributed

training jobs [7]. My long-term collaboration with Tencent in optical WAN first pushed the deployment of Arrow’s key idea [3] in

production [6], then proved a long-time hypothesis that it is feasible to predict fiber cuts if optical-layer telemetry data is collected

every few seconds. This insight led to a new system that leverages statistical prediction and hypothesis testing for WAN TE [8].

Figure 4: Lightning’s

open-source dev kit at

https://lightning.mit.edu.

Democratizing photonic technologies. For a long time, photonic technologies had a high bar-

rier of entry, making this emerging technology less accessible to general researchers without optics

and photonics backgrounds. Meanwhile, the promises of photonic computing and networking have

attracted a lot of attentions. To bridge this gap, I made my Lightning prototype’s software code and

hardware design open-source on Github [1]. I hope to build a community of developers and practition-

ers to work together to democratize photonic technologies. Now, over 50 researchers from worldwide

institutions (e.g., Princeton, ETH Zurich, U. Cambridge, UNSW, etc.) have signed up for it (Fig. 4). I am

now working with the vendor (https://www.thorlabs.com/) to make it available by summer 2024.

4 Future Work

Moving forward, I plan to continue my research to realize my overarching goal of transforming data movement pathways in large-

scale computer systems. In particular, I aim to develop “a full technology stack” from physical-layer innovations to abstractions and

automated compilers, all the way to applications and software systems for high-performance photonic-electronic systems (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5: Rearchitecting data movement for

photonic-electronic computer systems.

The need for a reconfigurable datapath controller. There is a growing need

for efficient and reconfigurable data movement in next-generation computer sys-

tems. My work, Lightning, first scratched the surface of this topic by designing

a fast datapath among NIC, photonic MAC cores, and memory [1, 2]. I plan to ex-

pand my research agenda and collaborate with colleagues in other domains (e.g.,

GPUs, accelerators, novel memory and storage devices) to investigate the datap-

ath design among different units (Fig. 5). For example, a direct datapath between

photonic MAC cores and GPUs will allow them to exchange data with minimal

overhead to work collaboratively on the same task (e.g., a new type of parallel

DNN training with hybrid hardware). With the existence of NIC-memory datap-

ath (e.g., RDMA) and NIC-GPU datapath (e.g., GPU-Direct), I think the time has

come to unify the efforts in the community and design a reconfigurable datapath

controller inside the end hosts. This new datapath controller will be a foundational building block for future disaggregated systems.

In-fiber optical network middleboxes. As discussed in §1 and my recent work [9, 10, 11], transceivers are the prime platform

for performing photonic computing inside the network without having to replace or modify Ethernet switches. This paradigm shift

promises the benefits of reduced analog-digital and optical-electrical conversions because of the capability to perform photonic

computing directly on incoming optical data. I plan to build such in-fiber middleboxes that accelerates resource-demanding network

functions (NFs) like intrusion detection and load balancing in the optical layer as data moves through the system.

A new optical NIC with a photonic network stack. Emerging data-intensive applications require dynamic and fungible pro-
visioning of disaggregated compute and memory resources beyond the boundary of commodity servers. Recently, the emergence

of optical I/O chiplets has enable chips to communicate directly using light. I plan to leverage this hardware technology leap and

design a new network interface that allows optical signals from the OCS to directly enter the aforementioned datapath controller to

access remote compute and memory resources bypassing all electronic network stacks on the NIC (Fig. 5). Therefore, a new network

stack for the optical layer is needed. I will work on designing a novel photonic network stack (e.g., photonic header matching [13],

error correction, etc.) that enables “RDMA over optical I/O” or “optically-connected far memory” without commodity NICs.

OS and compiler support for photonic-electronic systems Cross-layer design on heterogeneous systems with photonic and

electronic hardware requires interoperability and reconfigurability of both parts. However, it usually requires expert knowledge in

both fields to design effective abstractions and write domain-specific language for cross-layer reconfigurability, upon which devel-

opers build applications. I believe this process should and must be automated with advanced compiler technologies and novel data

plane operating system (OS) support. I will work on building compilers that convert applications in high-level frameworks (e.g.,

PyTorch) into machine code with customized OS support that runs on emerging photonic-electronic hardware platforms.

Data movement as an explicit application-defined primitive. Most of the software frameworks and collective communica-

tion libraries are structured with compute or memory usage as its core primitive, without flexible support for data movement to be

dynamically reconfigured by user applications. For a long time, data movement has been treated as underlying auxiliary infrastruc-

ture without application-level programmability. With the all the aforementioned novel hardware and systems, I think it is time to

add data movement as an explicit application-defined primitive such that programmers can customize data movement just as GPU

programming. I plan to work on developing this software library on top of hardware and make it open-source to the community.
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